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President’s Report
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By David Plaut ‘18
Prior

You can crash at the house.
No homework. No snow. Brews.
Dennis. You won’t be sorry.

Greetings Brethren,
The 2016-2017 academic year has been phenomenal for the brothers of the Beta Chapter! We were
able to begin each semester welcoming the Mu Theta
and Mu Iota pledge classes as the result of successful
fall and spring rush efforts. These new brothers are
all outstanding men and great additions to the fraternity. Our four-week education process has instilled
the ideals of Sigma Alpha Mu in these young men
and I am fully confident that they will contribute to
the brotherhood for years to come as they grow into
the leaders of the house.
It wouldn’t be possible to effectively run the
house without the help of many people. I would like
to begin by thanking the rest of Council for playing
such an important role in the operations and development of the fraternity. I would also like to thank
all Chairs and Committees for their great efforts
this year. Our Chairs and Committees excelled in
recruiting and acquainting new members with the
fraternity, fostering close bonds with fun brother-

hood events, organizing an exciting social schedule,
raising money and awareness through philanthropic
efforts, organizing intramurals and other sporting
events, and doing the thankless jobs of keeping the
house clean and in order. I would also like to thank
our Alumni Board and our Chapter Advisor, Dennis
Paese. Even while recovering from surgery, Dennis
has had our backs and given tremendous support
and guidance to Council and the rest of the house.
Though much of the year has passed by, the
brothers of the Beta Chapter have many exciting
events throughout the rest of the semester. In addition to a packed social schedule, we look forward to
welcoming our parents to Ithaca for our annual Parents Weekend, continuing the tradition of Sammy
Second Night Passover Seder, participating in Relay
for Life, and culminating the semester with a fun
Slope Day and Spring Formal.
It has been an absolute honor to preside over this
storied chapter this year. I continue to be amazed by
the new strides we make every day as a chapter and I
would like to thank all current brothers and alumni
who have worked tirelessly to build Beta into the fantastic chapter that it is today.

Share Your Stories at Reunion This June!
By Randy Barbarash ’73
Chairman of the Beta Alumni Board
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Hmmm, it’s spring. That means it is again
time for me to attempt to be creative and figure
out some clever prose to attract my fellow “Sammys” to find Ithaca again for reunion (June 9–11,
2017). In previous Bulletins, I’ve spoken about the
wonderful weather Ithaca offers in June, I’ve reminisced about why we decided to join a fraternity in
our college days, and I’ve highlighted how Sigma
Alpha Mu allowed us to realize a host of commonalities with brothers while being introduced to a
plethora (I always wanted to use that word in a
sentence) of new experiences.
So, I am making a challenge! Come up to
Ithaca and see how many places on campus trigger
specific memories. Figure out how many of those
memories you are willing to tell your family?
For me, I can certainly think of a basement genetics lab where I stared at fruit flies at all hours of
the day and night; of sitting in the Memorial Room
of the Straight hysterically watching the dogs
(that roamed freely around campus) run around
and chase each other; studying in the eighth-floor
reading room of Uris Libe (that is until Mach 1 &
2 started kissing and feeling each other up); staring
endlessly at the gorge mesmerized by the water—it
was very calming; anxiously waiting news about
the location of Lynah Rink hockey ticket sales with
brothers on bicycles to get there fast ...
At the house there were so many (and this is

where I hesitate to have family read this)—parties I don’t remember very well, parties where
I actually had a good date (no comments from
friends who remember my dates—all two or
three of them); hanging out with perfect strangers who became best friends; playing intramural
sports—both serious (softball, hockey, basketball) and not so serious (remember broomstick
polo?); getting breakfast cooked to order on a
cold morning; washing dishes with Tom Mulligan and co-writing the “Pit Crew” song (wish I’d
kept it); for those of us older alums—remember
Rat S**t?, how about Ziona?
At any rate, I KNOW that all of you reading
this have your own set of great memories—funny
and perhaps less so—that come to mind. While I
am an old guy rapidly becoming an ancient curmudgeon, over the past bunch of years I have had
the pleasure to meet so many of the younger Sammys. I have been thrilled to see that every few years
there seems to be a new tradition that becomes as
cherished as the ones I remember from the past.
So, start thinking and let’s share some at Reunion this June. If you are brave—list a few on
our terrific Facebook page (www.facebook.com/
groups/734350109960558/) and see what kind of
response you get.
We’ll have a great barbecue Saturday afternoon
and a terrific brunch Sunday morning. Bring your
families to watch quizzically as you tell your tales
(Dad, you were soooooo lame!) I’m looking forward to seeing you at the house.
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Senior Spotlight:
Matthew Baumel
When I joined Sigma Alpha Mu as a new
member in the Spring of 2014, I did not realize the impact this decision would have on my
college experience. I was a wide-eyed Freshman
looking for a place I fit in and would have a
good time on the weekends. I am proud to say,
looking back at my past 4 years, this decision
gave me more than I could have imagined and
hoped for in friends and opportunities.
As I prepare to enter the real world this
coming July in NYC as an Investment Banking
Analysts at Bank of America Merrill Lynch, I
keep thinking back to the experiences and traits
that being a part of Sammy has instilled me.
My involvements on campus in the Student
Activities Funding Commission (SAFC), Class
of 2017 Convocation Chair, and Cornell Strategic Consulting can all be traced back in some
way to a fellow Sammy mentor. However, the
Sammy network does not end there as I have
engaged with alum that always are anxious to
lend a helping hand. It’s this sense of loyalty to
an organization that I hope to carry with me
the rest of my life.
The house has given me numerous growing experiences from serving as New Member
Educator to serving on Rush Council. These experiences were not only amazing ways for me
to give back to the house that has given me so
much, but gave me a great foundation. I am excited to continue my adventure as a part of the
Sammy brotherhood for years to come!

Meet Our
Academics Chair!
My name is Adam Schulman and I have taken
on the role of Academics Chair this year. There
are a lot of great improvements being made to the
brotherhood! Most importantly, my committee
and I have cleared out a storage closet in the basement of the fraternity house and created a “silent
library”. This space is meant to be a quiet place for
brothers to do their work and study.
My committee and I have also made a few
other improvements. We have created a class
recommendation system, for older brothers to
recommend favorite professors and class subjects
to younger brothers. We have also started a textbook library, to encourage brothers to share textbooks instead of continually spending exorbitant
amounts on books. This semester, our chapter has
also been recognized as maintaining the highest
average GPA of all male fraternities on campus!
My committee and I have some more ideas
planned for the future, including a careers day
to hear from some alumni about their career
and how Cornell and our fraternity has contributed. If you are interested in any parts of
the academics chair, please feel free to email
bridgebuilder1986@gmail.com and I would
love to speak!
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Sammy Welcomes Strongest Classes
in Recent Memory
By Yoni Krakow
Rush Chairman
After several extremely successful rush processes
in semesters’ past, the pressure was on for members
of Sigma Alpha Mu’s Beta Chapter to come through
once again and bring in a strong class of new brothers. In unsurprising fashion, nearly every member
of the fraternity came out in full force to participate
in recruitment, which led to the kind of success we
hoped to achieve at the outset of the year. Serving
as the Rush chairman, it was a privilege for me to
lead the brotherhood and see the way we can come
together to serve a common goal while carrying on
the established legacy of our brothers before us.
Not only were we able to bring in a great class, but
we came together as a brotherhood in ways that I
had not seen in my previous two years in Sammy.
This has had an overtly positive effect on our newest pledge class, and has served to significantly
strengthen our chapter as a whole.
Between the fall and spring recruitment cycles,
I am proud to say that we have initiated 14 gentlemen and scholars who I am proud to call my

brothers. Our newest initiates bring with them a
novel set of perspectives, ideas, and energy that
will continue to foster development and growth
throughout our chapter in the years to come.
This is one of our most diverse classes in recent
memory consisting of everything from musicians,
athletes, (many) engineers, entrepreneurs, and
a number of prospective doctors, lawyers, and
businessmen. The Mu Theta and Mu Iota pledge
classes have thoroughly exceeded our expectations and completed far more than the minimum
requirements for entrance into our brotherhood.
Each time I speak to the new members I am
reminded that Beta Chapter is an idea bigger than
any of its members who walk into the foyer of our
humble home at 10 Sisson Place. Sigma Alpha Mu
has outlasted and outshined its peer institutions on
campus over the last several decades and it is these
newly initiated members who will continue to cast a
positive light on our organization. Their undaunted
character, campus leadership, and commitment to
our brotherhood make the Mu Theta and Mu Iota
classes some of our strongest in recent memory.
Congratulations to all newly initiated brothers!

newsfromouralumni
L. Robert Rubin ’55 is a retired pediatrician with
six children, 10 grandchildren and one great grandson! Reconnect with him at 16 Ohehyahtah Pl.,
Danbury, CT 06810.
In 2015, Frederic Sherman ’58 wrote, “Recently returned from a three-week trip to Southern Africa (Republic of South Africa, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Zambia,
Botswana). Having lunch with Bennett Brown ’57
and Jim Grunzweig ’59 in a couple of days. Heading
for Machu Piccu in February and Eastern Europe next
fall.” Catch up with Fred at 3161 Alta Vista, Unit A,
Laguna Woods, CA 92637; scufred@aol.com.
Charles Beck ’59 reports, “I’m still on the right side
of the grass, but see too many doctors. I’m involved
with extended family (now the patriarch) and with
the Temple and its community. Go to the Y and
bowl on Sunday mornings ... no 300s.” Get in touch
with Charles by writing to 207 Ocean Ter., Ormond
Beach, FL 32176; cbeckstc@bellsouth.net.
Thomas Kahn ’64 still works as president of the Kahn
Brothers Group Inc., which researches value stocks
in the Graham & Dodd tradition. The firm manages
somewhat under 1 billion in assets and Tom’s son,
Andrew, now works with his dad. Tom’s father, Irving,
passed away at 109 years of age last year. Write to Tom
at 25 Central Park W., Apt. 16J, New York, NY 10023.
“Thank you for holding the fort,” writes Jeff Packard
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’76. “Have a great year and graduation festivities. Go
and be a credit to our people and hold yourself up
high.” (13-11 Bellair Ave., Fairlawn, NJ 07410)
“Great to catch up with Shawn Blick ’89, Steven
Alter ’89, and Mike Berkenfeld ’87 at Larry Russoff
(’89) ‘not yet 50’ surprise birthday party,” reports
Len Feldman ’89. “I’ve also been spending more
time on campus these days, visiting my daughter,
Maddie (’19). (200 Righters Mill Rd., Gladwyne, PA
19035; lfeldman67@gmail.com)
On June 26, 2016, Jonathan Tuzman ’07 and his
wife, Stephanie, welcomed their first child (Tova
Brooke Tuzman) to the world. Send congratulations to the Tuzmans at 5609 Tequesta Dr., West
Bloomfield, MI 48323; jtuzman@gmail.com.

deceased
Irving R. Lanzner ’38
February 29, 2016
Bernard A. Yablin ’48
January 17, 2016
Alvin Silverman ’46
December 28, 2016
Mortimer F. Miller ’54
August 27, 2016

is published regularly by Beta Chapter of Sigma Alpha Mu for
its members and friends. News and photos should be sent
to alumnirecords@sammybeta.org or Alumni Records Office, Beta Chapter of Sigma Alpha Mu, P.O. Box 876, Ithaca,
NY 14851-0876.
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Introducing the Mu Iota Class
Javier Corra ’20
Javier is a freshman from Chicago, Illinois. He
is a Posse Scholar majoring in economics in Arts
& Sciences. He is involved in Cayuga’s Watchers,
Alternative Breaks, and the Financial Management
Group of Cornell.
Max Harrow ’20
Max is a freshman from Millburn, New Jersey.
He is studying mechanical engineering in the College of Engineering. In his free time, he enjoys playing sports and hanging out with friends.
Imani Chilongani ’20
Imani is a freshman from Dodoma, Tanzania.
He is studying computer science and does research
on autonomous robots for Johnson AV. He has also
lived on four different continents.
Theodore Carrel ’20
Theodore is a freshman from Manhattan. He is
studying computer science in the College of Engineering. On campus, he is a member of the Cornell
Ski Team.
Tyae-Kyung Kong ’20
Tyae-Kyung is a freshman from Bayside, New
York. He is majoring in information science in the

College of Engineering. He often goes by “TK” and
loves to snowboard and play volleyball. On campus, he is involved with Theta Tau Professional Engineering Fraternity, class councils, LOKO dance
crew, and two start ups on campus.
Charlie Freedman ’19
Charlie is a sophomore from Greenwich, Connecticut. He is majoring in hotel administration. He
is a lead member of Hotelie Entrepreneurs and an
active member of the Cornell Ski Team.
Oren Alon ’20
Oren is a freshman from Los Angeles. He is majoring in mechanical engineering in the College of
Engineering. On campus, he does research in the
Space System Design Studio and enjoys playing the
drums and wakeboarding.
Evan Burger ’20
Evan is a freshman from Harrison, New York.
He is pursuing a mechanical engineering major
with a minor in business for engineers in the College of Engineering. On campus, he is a member
of the Cornell Mars Rover Project Team and the
Cornell Ski Team.

Welcome to the Mu Iota Pledge Class,
here photographed after their initiation!

Council and emerging leaders attending Chapter Leaders Day.

Daniel Hirsch ’20
Daniel is a freshman from Jericho, New York.
He is studying computer science in the College of
Engineering, and programs for Cornell Mars Rover
and RedRoute. He enjoys running, playing indoor
soccer, and spending time with family and friends.
Scott Semaya ’20
Scott is a freshman from Manhattan. He is an
economics major in the College of Arts & Sciences.
On campus, he is involved in TAMID Group, Cornell Real Estate Club, Financial Management Group
of Cornell, and enjoys playing pickup basketball.
Ricky Narvaez ’19
Ricky is a sophomore from West Nyack, New
York. He is a pre-med biology major in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. On campus,
he does research in developmental biology in the
veterinarian school and is also involved in Cornell’s
chapter of Habitat for Humanity.
Tom Hagen ’20
Tom is a freshman from Skaneateles, New York.
He is majoring in applied economics and management within the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. He loves basketball, track, and played on the
varsity football team at Cornell.

Some Lynah Faithful brothers are enjoying a
home game on the glass.

The senior class enjoying their
last Homecoming as undergraduates!

Stay connected with ΣAM!
s i g m a
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2016–2017 Gift and Dues response for Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity, Beta Chapter
ANNUAL ALUMNI DUES
r First five years out of college .......................................................................... $35
r More than five years out of college ($55–$99) .................................. $________
r President’s Society ($100–$249) ........................................................... $________
r Octagon Society ($250–$499) ................................................................. $________
r Beta Founder’s Society ($500 or more) .............................................. $________
r Other .......................................................................................................... $________
Total amount enclosed ................................................................................ $________
Please make check payable to “Sigma Alpha Mu Alumni Account.” See reverse
side for automatic donations.

CHARGE YOUR GIFT: r Visa r MasterCard r Discover
Card # ________________________________________________
Exp. date _________________

Amount $_______________

Print Name ____________________________________________
Signature ______________________________________________
Contributions are not deductible as charitable donations for federal income
tax purposes. If you’d like to contribute on a tax-deductible basis, you can
donate to the Cornell Gift Fund by going to www.giving.cornell.edu/give
and typing in “Sigma Alpha Mu Gift Account #0000644” in the “Other Des245-1
ignation or special instructions” field.

Please REMEMBER to provide us with your preferred email address!
In the future, sammy will be sending more communications electronically.
Name __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Nickname ____________________________ Init. year _________ Grad. year _________ Cell phone # ___________________________
Home address _________________________________________________________________________________________ r preferred
City _______________________________ State ________ Zip _________________ Country ___________________________________
Home phone #___________________________________ Home email address _______________________________________________
Business title ___________________________________________ Company name ___________________________________________
Business address _______________________________________________________________________________________ r preferred
City _______________________________ State ________ Zip _________________ Country ___________________________________
Work phone # ___________________________________ Work email address ________________________________________________
Date filled out: __________________________________

SHARE YOUR NEWS FOR THE NEXT ISSUE OF The Beta Bulletin:

Please return this entire form to Alumni Records Office, Beta Chapter of Sigma Alpha Mu, P.O. Box 876, Ithaca, NY 14851-0876.

